DSi Eclipse in the Cloud
Speed. Security. Simplicity.

	You deserve a review platform that makes your job easier; one that allows
you to handle LARGE AMOUNTS OF DATA while EASING OPERATIONAL
HEADACHES… that helps you CUT COSTS and includes full TRAINING and
SUPPORT… that SCALES to fit your needs and features an intuitive, userfriendly interface… and that ensures your data is SECURE while STREAMLINING
your eDiscovery workflow.

You deserve DSi Eclipse in the Cloud.
	DSi Eclipse in the Cloud provides the power and agility to manage large-scale
hosted review efficiently and cost effectively. With unparalleled flexibility, superb
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case control and detailed visibility into your data, review time is greatly reduced.
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By harnessing the cloud, your data can be accessed from anywhere in the world
through a secure, user-friendly online interface.
	Plus, DSi hosts and fully maintains Eclipse for you. There are no large capital
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expenses or software upgrades to worry about. You can focus on the important
tasks without any added frustrations and distractions that come from maintaining
your own review environment.
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Key Search features of DSi
Eclipse in the Cloud include:
search metadata and document
content independently, preview
search results before executing,
manage multiple indexes for
the same case, build complex
boolean searches with toolkit,
and more.

Monitor case progress, a review pass, a batch or an
individual reviewer through the dashboard. Real-time
reporting ensures up-to-date information.
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DSi Eclipse in the Cloud
Freedom in the Cloud

EXPERIENCE THE POWER OF ECLIPSE WITHOUT
THE BURDEN OF INFRASTRUCTURE RESPONSIBILITIES
ACCESSIBLE ON DEMAND
With DSi Eclipse in the Cloud, you can easily and securely
access data from anywhere in the world using a Web browser.
NO LARGE CAPITAL OUTLAY
DSi alleviates the hassles and high costs that come with
enterprise software. There is no need to buy, host or manage
new server build-outs, additional data storage capacity,
software upgrades, litigation support personnel or any other
infrastructure requirements.
COMPLETE HARDWARE SUPPORT
DSi maintains your Eclipse environment for you, including full
data backup, version upgrades, disaster recovery and breakfix responsibilities.

DSi Eclipse in the Cloud incorporates multiple features to streamline the
document review process, including: coding forms with customizable
document views, the ability to see all document relationships and batch
document management.

RAISING STANDARDS

or a long time, Summation was the ‘standard’ law firm
“Freview
platform. We knew it was time to make a change;

we needed more features, scalability and lower costs.
DSi Eclipse in the Cloud meets those requirements and
more. A new standard has been set.

”

COMPLETE PROJECT
MANAGEMENT SUPPORT
DSi’s experienced project
management team provides
training and oversees usage,
making deployment and
implementation easy. Leveraging
best practices and expertise,
we provide consulting on
workflow, search terms and data
management.

WORLD-CLASS SECURITY
DSi’s rigorous protocols and
compliance with ISO 17799
standards assure that our staff,
technology and facilities are
capable of protecting the most
sensitive data. All client data
and company critical systems
are constantly backed up to our
highly secure co-location facility,
mitigating loss of time or data
should our servers go offline for
any reason.

The production module features an unprecedented
number of options, such as: various criteria for
production set selection, multiple choices of output
types and load files, control over image format
and color, ability to brand and tag files, and full
production tracking.

TOTAL CONTROL
You have full administrative
control to load data, add cases,
set access rights levels and edit
settings. Plus, the flexible user
interface allows you to set up and
manage the application in the
way that suits you best.
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